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FOREWORD

The high cost of attriti- in the -all volunteer force led to the

development in all military erVideri of--attrition screening instruments.

The Army's Military Applicant Profile (MAP), based on more than .twenty_

years -of research; has been used since -July 1979 to' screen 17-year-old male

non high school graduates. The attrition rate of. this grOup is now equiv-

alent to that of (unscreened) 18=20-year-old male nongraduates.

The questionarose as to whether MAP would be. effective for older

applicants -as -well. In answering the question of MAP validity for different

ages; the influence of education level was Also explored. The results shoW

thatMAP is an effective predictor of attrition for nongraduates of all
_

ages and racesi:but that it isless effective for predicting attrition of

high school gricluatea.

EDGAR Mi _JOERSO
-,Zethiricat-Direc tar
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VALIDITY OF THE MILITARY APPLICANT PROFILE (MAP) FOR PREDICTING EARLY

ATTRITION IN DIFFERENT EDUCATIONAL; AGE, AND RACIAL SUBGROUPS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-t

Requirement:

The purpose af this resa rch was to deterMine the extent which MAY

is a valid. screening device or attrition

Y/

for older male non-h 11-school-

egraduat applicants for Arm service: The M4P is currently use- to screen

17=6.0r-old male.notgraduateg;

Procedure:

The 1976-77 iecrutt data base provided the only available' data across

age, education, and race groups._ Chi-square analyses 4two-way and multi=

variate) were used to evaluate the dffectil of MAP and three demographic

_Vatiebles_(educetion4age4_and_race)_on_attrition_(stm-onth-stay...1eavi)e------
1

Findings:

MAP scores prediCted attrition equillY Well for all age groups and

both graduates and nongraduatesi The lower overall_attritien rate for

graduates minimizes the utility for reduciiig attrition With this group

Its use lor any age group of qongraduate males af either race is supported

by these data and stalyses

Utilizatioxi of Findingi:

This report was prepared_ for the use by the Army in eterminpg UQW
-4-

1- MAP should be used_ as a screening device for nongradua m±e agplicanti.
....

t

ti

vii

.10
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iNTRODuCri ay 1

Attrition refers to a soldier's leaving active duty prior. to the expected
completion of his or her contractual tour of duty; such attrition is a serious
problem for the Army. By the time a soldier has completed advanced individual
training the Army has invested an estimated $10_,000 in recruiting, training and
suppprt costs (McConnell.& MeNich6ls, 1979) The individual has invested several
:months of his/her life as well. Efforts to preserve.these investments have long
history in military behavioral researa (nag; 1964; Bell, Bolin & Houston, 1974;
Bell & Holz, 1975; Bell & HOuston 1976).

Gognitive ability tests- such as the Armed Services V 1.Onal Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) are not generally predictive,e_motivati attrition bUt biographical
questionnaires have been more successful.- 1he self-description technique haa
been adapted to a wide variety of ftdlitarY:screening and deIection topics for
prediction'of job performance as well as for attrition. One such instrument is
the Military AppIiCant Profile (MAP); an autobiographical information
questionnaire comprised of..60 items relating to the respondent4s family;
academic and work experience, athletic/physical competence, self-concept, and
social style/participation; MAP was developed from Army Researdh Institute

kAR1Burk,Klieger & Drucker, 1557;-Johnson & Kotula, .1958).

research in militartdelinquency dating back V3 the Korean War (Carleton,

1

Initially, weights were assigned to certain items of biographic information.*
these- were cOMbined with aptitude test results to yield a "whole perdoe_scores
The highee the score, the better the predicted Chances for adjustment and

-5staOleting Initial Entry.Training.__The biographic information was -age;
education, and record of priorciitil =let oon#iction (Seyi 1978). In the
next research step, a personal histOry questionnaire was added to the MAP.- The
-Early Experience Questionnaire (E 3Q). inquired ab6ut prior civilian, activities
such as community.and extra - curricular school activities; participation in
sports, reasons 'for dropping out of school, personal activities and civilian job
experience (Belli Kristiansen & Seeley, 1974). At this point in the development
of a suitable screening device, the decision was made_by the Army to emphasize
the prediatioc of attrition among the highest risk group, the high school non
graduate. Items 'most predictive of.attrition ih non graduates were colleoted
and formed the basis of the current MAP, Pbrms 4A and 4B. _MAP has been used
operationally since July, 1979 to screen 17 year 61d male high school non.
.gradUates. SuCh selection appears to have reduced attrition fOr this group from
20% Ifo 14% at the six-month point of service lEeWin, 1982).

_

Because of the MAP4s recent success' with the younger 'Mae non graduate groUp,
expanding its use .to oIder_apPIimants had been proposed previously...A report
upon which to base a p611.4 decision was required during 1982. The parpose of:
this paper was to evaluate whether the prediction:of attrition from MAP scores
was confounded: by education; race or age variables: The earlier research .

conducted during the developmental stages of MAP (Erwin & Herring, 1977; Frank &

1The assistance of Frances Grafton and Betty Teevan in completing man:0K these
alltalyses was invaluable. Further, John Mellinger, Larry Hanser; and Joyce
Shields provided many useful comments and suggestions in shaping the data
analyses and interpretation. Fimally, Dean Ball provided countless drafts of
these pages exhibiting extraordinary persistesice and adaptability. The as-
sistance of each of these coptribiltors is gratefully acknowledged.
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Erwin- did riot completely address these specific copparisons:. A more

recent,more extensive data Collection using new and existing forms of Me has

been initiated. However, qtrition data for this grouprhad not become available

at the time of this report. Consequently, the data compiled by Erwin & Herring in

1976-77 from Army recruits were reanalyzed to address the present concerns about

age, education, and race effects an prediction of attrition, and' provide a report

in 1982.

The use of arlY selection procedure Should provide benefita which exceed the

costs of operation. Expectancy tables typically display the benefits bf a given

persaanel procedure by incorporating tease negative rates. Fbr example, the

estimated savings attributable to utsingiMAV as a selection procedure for 17 year

old male non graduates between July, 1979, through September, 1981, are over

Sixteen million dollars. The costs of testing all members of this group With

MAP ang or recruiting additional applicants to replace those screened out by MAP

need to be subtracted from the estimated savings to produce the net gain (or

lott) of using MAP. While the latter costs are not known with precision, it is

probably true that they are less than the estimated savings.

memo

Subjects and ProcedUre *

The subjects were 4,282 male Army enlistees to whom MAP inttruMents were .

administered between Novetber, 1976; and February, 1977, and for Whom attrition

data were available. MAP data were collectq'at Reception Stations after

soldier had enlisted in the Army and: were usekftr research plpposes only, not

to select.or in- anyenlisteet inany way. Attrition data refI tted Whetherthe

saldiers mere -still in the Army 180 days after_entering actin duty, or_bad left

for ."failure to adapt ". reasons. 3ReaSans such as lack of mots tion, failUre to

Meet physidal stendardsJnon medical)4 and discharges for marginal performance

were considered relevanti Soldiers who- were discharged, ft medical, hardelip,

Or related reasons were excluded from -the sample. Subjects-_ were classified;

into subgroups for:the age and education analyses. Those;wbobad'earned high

-,6Ch601 diplomas were considered gTaduatea In=1999); those wbo'tlad not were

considered nongraduates' (n=2279) . Those who had earned teral.Equivalency

EDDiploftak tG) were conhidered longraduates, contitteat' th current Army

policy. For four individuals, education status was- not known: Subjects were

grouped into four age groups (17-year-olds, 18-Year-olds,_1920=year olds, an

those 21 and older) and into one of two race groups, blacks:_(n=1105) and whites

(n=2816). There were 357 who were classified as Hispanic (235), other-(105), ore

unknown.

Multivariate Analyses
3

MUltiVariate chi-square anaIset were used to evaluate the extent to whiCh-the

relationship_ between attrition -rate and NAP score.differed_as a function or

education level,age and race. The OUltivartatechisquare analyses used ;

log- linear estimation or
eiPected.freqUenCie$,_and_provided results which yield,

for nominal_ dependent_variabIe datah'such as attrition/nonattritioni!resultb
aIldWing interpretation of nein effects and interactions_ of. independent:

variables like those±posiible with analytiS of variance (ANOVA). A significant-
,

x2 for attrition x MAP,score it somewhat analogouS to a. signtficant ANOVA main ;

effect of MAP, while a significant attrition x MAP i.ducationx2is somewhat

-12



onaIogous to a Significant ANOVA interaction of MP score with education. A

detailed discussion of the analysis technique and the.limitations of
interpretationfof its results:;can be found in the BMDP manual (1981).

Attrition/Exclusion TabIda

'lb address the impact on attrition of using MAP, tables'were'prepared to proVide

attrition rate and exclusion rate infOrMatiOn as a function of possible MAP cut

scores. Cut scores were defined as scores belOW which an individual would be

excluded' from service; EXclusion rate was defined as the percent of_people who

would be excluded'with MAP_scores below a particular cut_ score, while attrition

rate' was defined as the_ percent of people Who would not be excluded by a_

'particular cut score but-who would attrite. The tables were ,.prepared using

actual data from the 4279 male 'enlistees in the sample.

((
©f. the.: in the:sample, 621 (14;5%) had left the Patti prior to

completing 180 days service for failure to adapt; ..A frequency table was

developed; showing attrition rate as a function of MAP score; for all the _

soldiers in' the s at. e. These data are Illustrated in Figure 1, which clearly-I

shows the strong relationship between attrition rate and MAP scores Ex =317,,

df6i pK.001);

RESULTS

MUltivatiate c= =square analyses were ed to_evalUate the extent -to which:the

relationship of attritian,rate.and MAP score differed as a function of

edUdatiOni'7-e; and race. Although the total sample size appeared to be large,_
education,'
analyses us -more than three variables at a time reaUlted in unacceptably low

cell frequ ncies; with consequent uninterpretabIe.resulta. Fbr examplel for the

graduate- there are 73 seventeen=year=olds; 537 eighteen-year-olds4_ 793_

nineteen-and twenty-year_Olds; and,596 subjects aged 21 or older. For the non

graduat s; there were 933 seventeen=year-olds; 565 eighteen- year -olds, 482

ninete and tWentyyear=olda and 299 subjects aged 21 or older. Race

subgr ps of 1105 blacks and2816.'whites became very small when further divided

by cation; age;.and attrition- variables. This prevented the execution of a

comp ete "factorial" analysis. ConteqUently;analyses were executed in logical

otd r;.:evaldating.the contingencies betWeen attrition, MAP, and one other

va-iable only. First?-the attrition_k'MAP X_educaticlonalysis was conducted;

yielding_both a strong attritionk MAP relationship (x_-1994,df-3, p<.001), a

rong attrition x_educatidh relationship (X =56.4 ;_df .-."2.,41,<;001); anda

onsignificant attrition x MAP x education,relationship (i:= 1;4 .; dif=3.i...

p >.100). The strong attritionTh x education relatiOnabip indicated that for

soIdieria with. the same MAP score; a different attrition rate would be expected

for graduates and non graduates; Therefore, graduates and non graduates_ would

have to be treated' separately in any use of MAPin personnel decisions based on

'predicted attrition. .The relationship_ between attrition rate and MAP score is:

shOwn In Figure 21foi7gradclatea and non graduates separately. SO few graduates

scored in the 30-39 point range on MAP that the empiricaI.relationship between

MAP score and attrition hab been drawn to begin at the 4049 point interval fOr

graduates;

13



Figure 1. Percent Attrition as's function of MAP score .for total 1976=77

enlistee sample.
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Figure 2. .Percent as a function of MAP. score separately for

high-school graduates and nOngraduates; for 1976-77 enlistees

sample.
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Because 0P-the differential_iMpact of education, separate analyses were used to

thiamine Atteitidh:JCMAP X rade-relationships-for-graduates-(N=I999)-land non-

graduates (N=480);7--_FOr graduates the -attrition x MAP relationship was

significant (x 'F33;48, dr-34 p<.00i)-4 but the attrition x race, and attrition x

race x MAP relationships were not a- la = 2.47 and 1.78, df's=1 and 3, p's>a00,

reSpeOtively); A parallel analysis for non2gradUate data yielded-a much larger,

Significant attrition x MAP relationship (X = 138.60, dr=3, p<:001) -and

nonsignificant attrition x race and attrition _krade X MAP'relationships (x

And 1.94, df's = -1 and 3, p's>;100 These analyses thoWed that.:While there was

a significant relationship between scores and attrition Cafe; fOrAgraduates

and for non graduates, there was significant'efteat of race on either

education subgroup.
0

Last, attrition x MAP_x age analyses were conducted to determine whether the

attrition x MAP relationships differed by age group. Analyses were again
conducted separately for_graduates_and_non graduates; Theanalysis for -

graduates yielded a significantattrition_x MAP.relationship ( xe".95; df=3i

p<;001) and nonsignificant relationships' or attrition x age, -and for attrition

x age x MAP (?'s=5;I5.and 13.49i_drak-3 and 9, p's>;100, respectively). The

same relationships were found with -the ahalVis of non graduatedata; _The

attrition x MAP relation was sigaficant_Oe=163.79Vt2g3t 104;001)_whdle
attrition x age and_attrition x age x MAP_Were ribt ( "8=4;53 and 5:24, df's =3,

)

--and 9i p's.100.) BecAusesampIe sizes differed alightly_between analyses using

the different sets of three_ variables, slightly different x' were produced. For

:thcatplei for_graduates_x_=38;95 for tOe attrition x MAP relationship in -the

attrition x MAP x_age_analysis, but X7=33;48,for the same attrition x MAP

relatiohthip in the attrition x MAP x race analysis.

Attrition/Exclution Tables i

The purpose of this section is to=address the potential impact on attrition

rates expected with the use of MAP. Previous analyses showed that MAP scores

were significantly related to-attrition rate and that the attrition levels

associated with .MAC' scores differed Significantly for graduates and non

graduates, necessitating separate treatment of MAP scores for graduates and non

graduates. Neither the race nor the age variable moderated the attrition x MAP

relationships for either educational group.

While these findinga_demonstrated the relationships betWeen MAP and attritioni_
they provided no direct information about how paidytaketa could use a MAP score

tO redUde attrition. _7ahle 1 was prepared to demonstrate the expected attrition
and exclusion_ rates for graduates and non graduateb at specified MAPLscores.

For example, if a cutscore of 58 were set for non gradUatet, then 21% of these

applicants would be excluded; Attrition rates for those whd were accepted would

be 15%. Seen from a different_perspective, if one wished to redUce attrition to

15% for non graduates* then the table would show that a MAP cut score of 58

would be needed, and an exClusion rate_of 21% would result; Observation of the

values in the table suggests that whilemarked shifts in attrition rate can

result from changes in MAP cut scores for non graduates, there would be little

impact for graduates;



Table 1

Exclusion and Attrition Rates as a function of

Military Applicant Profile (MAY) 42 Cut Scare

for Male Enlistees i by Higb\Sibool Gradua;ion Status

1976=1977 ,Sample

MAP 4B
Cut Score

Graduates

ExCl
Rate

Att
Rate

on Graduates

EXcl
Rate

Att
Rate

85 98 , 5 100 0

80 69 4 97 6

78 81 4 93 9

76 71* 4 88 10

74 . 63 4 81 10

72 51 4 73 10

70 42 6 65 11

68 33 6 56 12

66 26 6 46 13

64 20 - 6 37 14

62
. 15 7 31 14:,

60 .12 7 25 ICY

58 8 7 21 15

56 7 7 17 16,'

54 5 6 13 16'

52 4 8 10 17

50 3 8 8 17

45 1 8 4 18

40 1 8 2 19

35 0 8 2 19

30 0 8 ' 1 20

1999 169 2279 452



DISCUSSION
.

The analyses presented were designed to address the applicability of MAP to

various educatiOnal; age, and racial subgroups of the initial MAP validation

sample; and to evalUate possible cut scores for those Subgroups.' Initial

analyses illustrated the-Strong relationship, of MAP_ adOreS'to attrition for the

overall group. The second set of analyse6 showed that MAP Scoresand hence

attrition; were a fUnetiOn_of highathool graduation status. Further, MAP x

attrition relationships did;ntt differ Significantly across age or race whenthe

two education groups were considered separately. Conaequently4. MAP appeared -to

be a valid and appropriate predlbtOP of attrition rate for both rate grdups and

all four age groups p when gradUatet and non graduates were evaIUated sep.rajely.

The third set .pf analyses. praided distributions_ from which to make decisions_

about MAP cut scores forbue in attenuating attrition. _,A,tabIe was provided to

in-di-pate the relationshi tween OUt score, exclusion rate, and attrition rate

seledted. For exeMple; for non graduates, if-an attrition -rate. of of.these

selected were desired; a cut score of 66 would :be reqUired While 46% of those

tested woad be eXcluded; If a higher attrition rate of 15 %' were acceptable, a

cut score of 58 mould be used, yielding 'an exclusion rate of 21% in this non

graduate sample.

Several cautions are required in intemreting
4,
these data. _First, these data

were collected in a resaatiob:context; Motivations; perceptions, or procedures

may be different in an operational environment; causing unknown Shifts in

distributions of exclusion and attrition rates. A lower_eltdlitSiOri rate than

that shown is known to exist fOr th&lTyear old_non.graduatea.fOr whom MAP is

currently in Operational use. Second. these datacare five to six years old.

TOday's youth, farther fray the Viet Nam era and in a different economic_ climdte,

May respond somewhat differently, with different NAP- attrition relationships.

Third, today's youth entering. the Arty are likely:to have somewhat different

dethographic Characteristics from enlittees in 197&-77. while the

overall sample is large; the sizes of the subgrouppare-noti- This Ociuld'yield

variations between those distributions shown and the actual population

distributions. Fifth, it was with4theae.data that the operational NAP keys were

developed and hence the validity, may be somewhat inflated due to chance factors.

Any application of this key to a different group is, likely to have someWhat

reduced validity.

These 1976-77 data show_ that,attrition rates as a fUndtiOn of MAP scores of male

Army-applicants are quite different for high school graduates and non graduates,

but -are essentially the.same for different race and age groups. Based an these 1

data, the 1979 policy- decision to require minimal MAP. scores from 17 year-old

non graduates was technidally sound; Further; the data indicate the requirement

may properly be extended to additional ages ,of the non gradUate group; Given

the low attrition rate for graduates, use of RAP for these pert-Orin:el appears to

be unwarranted;
;2.

Uping.these data a basis for, a policy decisiontoexten6;tbe operational

requirement of MAP to different ages of nongraddatesshouId be carefUllY

mdnitorqd. Verification based on the 1982 data collection is required. The

reports-Of these data will be available in late 1983;
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